
ADAMS AUTO SPA 

Vehicle:  Ford Escort RS Cosworth (WF0BXXGKABNY96838) 

Detailers Cosmetic Report Overall Status: Driver Quality  

Paint Depth - Drivers side rear arch shows evidence of bodywork however paint matching and finish is 

congruent with original paint on the vehicle. 

- The remainder of the drivers side of the vehicle is believed to be original paint, measuring 

between 5.5 and 11 mils. 

- The rear hatch shows evidence of paintwork with various readings between 10.5 and >19.7 

mils, the paintwork has been completed with excellent attention to detail, color and texture 

matching are spot on. 

- The passenger rear quarter and door are showing evidence of body and paint work, there is a 

minor rippling noted in the rear section of the door as well as the front section of the quarter 

panel. The paintwork has again been completed to an exceptional standard, matching the 

factory metallic color with no obvious blends or tape lines. 

- The hood also appears to have been repainted with 2 small area of bodywork, unfortunately 

the Bondo used in the bodywork has shrunk leaving a slight texture and evidence of the repair 

in the lower passenger side of the hood. 

Defects  

- 2 areas of Bondo shrinkage on the hood have been noticed. 

- Minor paint cracking in the upper front bumper facia are noted. 

- A minor paint burn on the edge of the passenger fender is present. 

- A small section of penetrating rust underneath the fuel filler cap has been noted. 

- Minor paint chips have been noticed in the front bumper as well as the rear hatch 

- The passengers fender is showing a small amount of paint cracking on the rear of the fender 

where it meets to the door. 

- The rear window on the drivers side shows pitting on the outside of the glass. 

- The glass all around was showing severe water spotting, an intensive water spot removal 

process has been undertaken in order to minimize water spotting while retaining original glass 

throughout. 

 

Texture - Despite large portions of paintwork on the car we have noticed that the texture around the 

vehicle is incredibly consistent. The paintwork showed signs of improper sealant application in 

the past causing a haziness in the finish, this texture has been removed to restore the vehicle 

back to its original factory texture. 

- A minor texture difference is noted in the passenger door. 

 

Interior  - The interior presents extremely well with little to no blemishes. The switchgear remains original 

and shows wear congruent with mileage, there is little to no evidence of worn switches or 

leather. There are slight defects noticed in the fabric front seats. 

- The leather on the steering wheel shows no sign of wearing. 
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Date: 01/13/2023 

Completed Detail - In order to bring the best out of this vehicle and the paintwork in particular, the vehicle has 

received a one-step paint correction that has been sealed in with a hand applied Carnauba 

wax.  

- The glass has received a full water spot removal and deep clean. 

- The Interior fabric floor mats have been steamed to restore them to their plush original 

condition. 

- Wheels wells and wheels have been steam cleaned to remove dirt and debris that was starting 

to accumulate. 

- The weather seals throughout the interior have been steam cleaned and moisturized to 

produce subtle rubber that will keep the interior watertight for years to come. 

Overall Presentation - The overall presentation of the car is fantastic, this is a great example of a low mile, driver 

quality vehicle. I would rate the cosmetic presentation an 8.5/10 

Conclusion - In conclusion the vehicle presents extremely well, there is evidence of paintwork throughout 

however it has been executed at a very high level with attention to detail in color & texture 

matching. While this vehicle may not win any concourse awards, it will certainly turn heads at 

any show or in any parking lot. The finish of the paint is representative of the vehicle, while not 

100% original, this vehicle would convince otherwise. The photos speak for themselves to show 

the noted areas of interest. 
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Contact Information 

If you have any further questions regarding the cosmetic presentation of this vehicle, please reach out to the following contact. 

Adam Sheehan 

Office: (303) 954-8855 

Mobile: (720) 245-9465 

Email: adam@adams-auto-spa.com 
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